IEEE Italy Section

Industrial Distinguished Lecturer Award

Purpose
With this award IEEE Italy Section promotes the diffusion of cutting-edge knowledge with emphasis on industrial challenges and perspective, for the benefit of its members. At the same time, the speakers and their employing companies are given the opportunity to make a strong impact on IEEE Italian community. Ultimately, this award aims to strengthen the ties between IEEE members and industry leaders.

This award is for recognizing IEEE Italy Section distinguished member of industry who is an excellent speaker and have made high quality technical contributions on advanced topics that are of primary importance to the industry and to IEEE Italy Section community.

Prize
Certificate and refund of expenses till a maximum of € 1500.

Description of the award
Distinguished lecturer travel to various locations in Italy to give from a minimum of three to a maximum of six lectures per year. They shall be invited by Chapter, AG or SB Chairs who will organize lectures at their Universities/Research Centers but also at Conferences, workshops and other technical events organized by IEEE Italy Section.

Lecture duration: <should be done in an hour, questions included>

Eligibility
IEEE Italy Section Industry members, engaging speakers with technical competence and leadership in the field of interest of IEEE Italy Section Chapters. Candidates shall be in active service in the industry at the moment of nomination. No consultants or professionals are admitted.

Presentation
Up to two awards will be given per year. The awards will be announced during the IEEE Italy Section Award Ceremony. The date of the Ceremony will be communicated. No award will be given if no qualified candidate is nominated.

Nomination validity
The nomination may remain valid for a two-year period after the submission, at the request of the nominator.
Nomination Form

**Nominee:** <name; email address> (must be an IEEE member)

**Nominee information:** <current position, contact address, phone number>

**Nominator:** <name; email address> (must be an IEEE member)

**Description of Nominee qualifications:** <List the nominee’s most significant contributions that qualify the Nominee for this award as well as other related accomplishments. Include invited talks that the Nominee has given on his/her research>. (maximum of two pages).

**Endorsers:** List the names, affiliations, addresses, and emails of individuals who have agreed to write letters of support (Three supporting letters required; no more that three letters will be reviewed by the Committee. Letters may accompany nomination or be submitted directly to IEEE Italy Section Secretary prior to the nomination deadline). Letters of recommendation are to be considered confidential and are not to be released to anyone other than Italy Section Award Committee

**Curriculum Vitae:** <one page>

**Suggested Title of nominee’s lecture**

**Short Abstract:** <arguments of lecture should be pertinent to the most advanced technology or best practice in use in the industry>

**Deadline:** please e-mail the Nomination Form to the Secretary of IEEE Italy Section (<daniela.proto@unina.it>) by **June 15, 2024**.

**The Committee composed by:** IEEE Italy Section Award Committee Coordinator, IEEE Italy Section Chair, IEEE Italy Section vice-Chair, IEEE Italy Section Secretary, IEEE Italy Section Industry Relation Coordinator, will evaluate the candidates and select the winners.

The evaluation process results will be notified to the winners by the IEEE Italy Section Secretary, within **September 11, 2024**.